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of the British Delegation, Lloyd George, many of the Polish
demands had been refused. Whenever Paderewski inter-
rupted him, enquiring after certain details as to frontiers,
national rights or unsettled territories, Dmowski's in-
variable answer was : " That has been already decided,"
or " There is nothing more to do about it/3 or " There is no
more hope for it." Paderewski was as anxious as Dmowski,
but he could not believe that the situation was as hopeless
as Dmowski painted it. One could not hope for success
at the very outset. Moreover, the Treaty was not yet
signed, negotiations were still in full progress.
n
Dmowski had presented the Polish case on January agth.
He had spoken for five hours, first in French and then in
English, claiming all Polish territories which had Polish
majorities, Danzig and far-lying frontiers in the East.
He had presented his case in a dignified and statesmanlike
manner, and when he finished, Clemenceau had shaken
hands with him, saying : " You have presented the Polish
case in a masterly way."   Even President Wilson had been
impressed.   He authorized Colonel House to tell Dmowski
that he quite realized that Danzig ought to be Polish and
that he was" one with Poland in that question."   Although
many of Dmowski's claims were the logical result of the
Thirteenth Point, they naturally aroused the opposition
of the peoples affected by them : the Bolsheviks, the Ger-
mans, the Lithuanians, the Czechs and the Ukrainians.   A
month later Dmowski sent two long notes, dealing in detail
with the frontiers claimed by Poland.   But vital differences
between Wilson,   Clemenceau  and  Lloyd  George,  and
ceaseless intrigues in unofficial quarters made the acceptance
of Dmowski's plans problematical.    The Supreme Council
dispatched to Poland an Inter-Allied Commission which
was to study the problems on the spot.   Headed by Noulens,
this Commission collaborated with a Conunission on Polish

